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Kahlil Gibran released his universally acclaimed masterpiece, The Prophet, in 1923. Since then this

incredible book has been renowned for its profound answers to life's deepest questions. Now,

several generations later, Kahlil's great-cousin Hajjar Gibran has written the long-awaited answer to

his ancestor's promise. The Return of the Prophet, based on Hajjar's real-life experiences, is a

moving collection of inspiring words spoken to Hajjar by Kahlil in a series of visions. Hajjar's life

experiences and Kahlil's wise advice and prophetic statements that are applicable to everyone are

woven masterfully and told beautifully. The Return of the Prophet is in the same style as The

Prophet, yet contains a modern understanding of spirituality and faith that can be applied to all

religions. Like The Prophet with its universal themes and timeless advice, The Return of the Prophet

is another true insight into life's deepest meanings.
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"Hajjar Gibran's captivating and mystical saga of the human spirit reminds us of the undercurrent of

magic running just beneath the seemingly ordinary details of our every day life, revealing the

sacredness and purposefulness of our existence."-- Michael Bernard Beckwith, author of "Spiritual

Liberation: Consciously Fulfilling Your Soul's Potential"

After his brother's tragic death, Hajjar Gibran lived through a tormenting passage that culminated in

a series of visionary episodes and visitations from his ancestral spirit, Khalil Gibran. Hajjar's spiritual

calling inspired him on an unconventional lifelong odyssey that included building a spiritual retreat



center with many years of consciousness research and a private practice specializing in therapies

that help aid in spiritual growth and development. He later synthesized his work with the ancient

practice of Hawaiian shamanism. In keeping with his ancestral lineage, Hajjar's teachings offer

insights on timeless issues that bridge the wisdom of ancient mysticism with the practical issues of

contemporary society. Visit his website at hajjargibran.com.

The Prophet was one of the first spiritual books on my journey to self realization. This new book felt

like I was reading my own life story but with clear vision instead of a blur. If you liked the Prophet,

you will also like this book which is of the same greatness and depth of awareness. Truly honest

and authentic writing.

This is the most wonderful book! The original "the Prophet" was a huge influence on my life and

"The Return of the Prophet" is equally touching deep places in my soul. Many, many times I am

moved to tears of inner recognition. I am now on my second reading and the lessons are sinking in

deeper. There is SO much in this book and I believe that Hajjar Gibran's ability to allow himself to be

vulnerable and honest, his ability to look deep inside where many people are afraid to look is what

allows such beautiful wisdom to come through. The beautifully expressed words about his journey

and the extraordinary replies of the prophet are a perfect compliment to one another. This is a

treasure for this time - a book to be read and re-read, meditated upon and internalized.

Very disappointing.

Great book. In the tradition of Hajjar's great, great uncle, Kahlil Gibran. author of "The Prophet,"

"The Return of the Prophet" is filled with both timeless wisdom and an a profound and intimacy story

of Hajjar's personal journey. It's the kind of book that, like "The Prophet," I will return to over and

over to deepen into its wisdom and be inspired by its poetic vision. I love it!

An Amazing Return to the Prophet ! Thank you Hajjar for your amazing story and re-birthing of the

Prophet in our Lives.Something that we all truly need in these times and Beyond. Blessings of Hugs

of Light & Love !

Love it!!! and so profound!



As a big fan of Kahlil Gibran for years, I looked forward to seeing how close his descendant could

come to his lyrical heart-moving prose. And I was not disappointed. Woven into the fabric of his

biography are the words of the Kahlil's Prophet, giving advice in the way only he can. I highly

recommend this book to other Gibran fans, as well as those looking for spiritual enlightenment and

upliftment.

You know how echos only approximate the original? Touching and twice removed at the same time.
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